15.969 Dynamic Leadership

LEADERSHIP...

QUALITIES?

(...ELECTION DAY)
What Makes a Leader

Your words:

“Edge, Execution, Energizing Others”
“Ability to get results, make an impact”
“Experience, develop empathy w people”
“Help others do their job, produce as a team”
“Setting an example, motivation”
Your Words, Continued

“Absorb risk, like a conductor”

“Get people to do things they wouldn’t normally do”

“Holding the fort”

“Leaders inspire others”
Can you Learn Leadership

Your words:

“Develop awareness of strengths & weaknesses”

“Learn how to make an impact”

“Build relationships, not be wrapped up in yourself”

“Coaching can help”

“Practice taking risks”
Goldman: EI

- Five components
  - Self-Awareness
  - Self-Recognition
  - Motivation
  - Empathy
  - Social Skill

- Learn this?
  - Motivation, Extended Practice, Feedback
Can Be Learned...

- EI can be learned
- Process is not easy

IMPROVISATION TRAINING...
LINK TO EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE?

Let’s evaluate.